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Abstract: ChatGPT is widely used among students, a situation that challenges educators. The current
paper presents two strategies that do not push educators into a defensive role but can empower
them. Firstly, we show, based on statistical analysis, that ChatGPT use can be recognized from certain
keywords such as ‘delves’ and ‘crucial’. This insight allows educators to detect ChatGPT-assisted
work more effectively. Secondly, we illustrate that ChatGPT can be used to assess texts written by
students. The latter topic was presented in two interactive workshops provided to educators and
educational specialists. The results of the workshops, where prompts were tested live, indicated that
ChatGPT, provided a targeted prompt is used, is good at recognizing errors in texts but not consistent
in grading. Ethical and copyright concerns were raised as well in the workshops. In conclusion, the
methods presented in this paper may help fortify the teaching methods of educators. The computer
scripts that we used for live prompting are available and enable educators to give similar workshops.

Keywords: chatbot; student assessment; education

1. Introduction

Over the last year, considerable discussion has emerged surrounding ChatGPT, the
chat interface that was launched in November 2022. The discussion within educational
circles has been on the possibility for students to misuse ChatGPT in coursework [1,2].
Here, a concern arises from the fact that ChatGPT can complete writing assignments [3,4]
or programming tasks [5,6] at a level that is sufficient or even above average. Therefore,
the use of ChatGPT by students may jeopardize the attainment of learning goals [7,8].

Considering that ChatGPT is widely used among students and researchers (e.g., [9–12]),
a question that arises is how educators might have to modify their course content, learning
outcomes, and assessment methods to render them ‘ChatGPT-proof’ (for suggestions, see [13,14]).
However, this prevailing attitude places the locus of control outside the educators.

An alternative perspective is one that assumes an empowering role for educators.
Possible applications include the use of ChatGPT for generating lecture topics, demon-
strations, exam questions, homework assignments, ideas, and product designs [15–23].
These approaches would encourage students to collaborate with AI, something that may
equip them better for their future societal roles [24]. In this paper, two alternative ways of
empowering educators are introduced, namely keyword detection and using ChatGPT for
assessing student texts.

2. Empowering Educators: Recognizing Possible ChatGPT Use

It is challenging for educators to determine whether a student has used ChatGPT [25,26].
However, ChatGPT use can be detected, at least at a group level. More specifically, we discovered
that ChatGPT tends to use certain words with striking frequency. This is illustrated with the
following prompt:
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Prompt:

Please rewrite the following concisely, for academic work; try this 3 times.

The use of our method was very important. It enabled new applications and generated a
better understanding.

GPT-3.5 (API, temperature setting of 0):

Our method was crucial in facilitating new applications and enhancing comprehension.

The utilization of our method played a pivotal role in enabling novel applications and
fostering a deeper understanding.

The significance of our method cannot be overstated, as it facilitated the emergence of new
applications and contributed to a more comprehensive understanding.

Here, target words have been underlined. An examination of the Delft University of
Technology (TU Delft, the Netherlands) repository indicated frequent use of these terms by
students in their MSc thesis abstracts in 2023. For example, as of 23 September 2023, the
term ‘fostering’ was used 65 times in 2023, whereas in 2021, it appeared only 10 times (see
Figure 1, for an overview).
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in 2023 (source: https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/search/?collection=education; accessed on
23 September 2023).

Table 1 shows that the prevalence of target words is not just a phenomenon at TU Delft
but also amongst academic publishers and other universities. For example, in IEEE Xplore,
the use of the word ‘delves’ increased by 169% from 2021 to 2023, while ‘enhancing’ in
combination with ‘crucial’ increased by 155% in the same period. In addition to the results
shown in Table 1, we found similar trends for other publishers such as Taylor & Francis,
PLOS, as well as other student thesis repositories (Croatian and Swedish universities).

https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/search/?collection=education
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Table 1. Number of records with target words (‘delve’, ‘enhancing’ in combination with ‘crucial’) as
well as a control phrase (‘room temperature’) based on a full-text search in selected academic publish-
ing repositories (ScienceDirect, SpringerLink, IEEE Xplore) and Dutch Master thesis repositories (TU
Delft, Leiden University, University of Twente).

Number of Records Percentage of Total Records 2021 to 2023
2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Difference

ScienceDirect (all records)
delve 3009 3565 4408 5079 9290 0.38% 0.44% 0.51% 0.57% 1.15% 123%

enhancing AND crucial 73,181 86,296 105,811 122,667 151,861 9.3% 10.6% 12.4% 13.7% 18.7% 52%
“room temperature” 135,495 144,032 153,344 164,241 153,716 17.3% 17.8% 17.9% 18.4% 19.0% 6%

Total records 78,2741 811,097 855,974 893,214 810,323
SpringerLink (articles and conference papers)

delve 1922 2229 2757 3459 5624 0.46% 0.50% 0.57% 0.69% 1.22% 115%
enhancing AND crucial 30,925 36,054 43,938 51,000 66,857 7.4% 8.1% 9.0% 10.1% 14.5% 61%

“room temperature” 49,169 50,886 52,334 54,227 50,778 11.8% 11.4% 10.8% 10.8% 11.0% 2%
Total records 417,195 445,504 486,641 502,535 460,972

IEEE Xplore (all records)
delve 1178 1215 1726 2186 3125 0.40% 0.45% 0.56% 0.67% 1.51% 169%

enhancing AND crucial 12,688 13,892 17,587 24,367 30,155 4.3% 5.1% 5.7% 7.5% 14.6% 155%
“room temperature” 8861 7735 8489 8641 6082 3.0% 2.9% 2.8% 2.7% 2.9% 6%

Total records 296,317 271,174 307,734 324,713 207,026
Delft University of Technology (Master theses)
delve OR delves OR delved OR delving 157 220 222 299 691 5.0% 7.1% 6.5% 8.9% 23.6% 265%

enhancing AND crucial 455 527 556 507 898 14.6% 16.9% 16.2% 15.0% 30.7% 89%
“room temperature” 314 279 291 234 178 10.1% 9.0% 8.5% 6.9% 6.1% −28%

Total records 3124 3115 3425 3374 2923
Leiden University (Master theses)

delve 243 241 227 225 236 10.4% 10.5% 10.6% 10.5% 14.3% 35%
enhancing AND crucial 580 605 515 483 475 24.9% 26.3% 24.1% 22.5% 28.8% 19%

“room temperature” 17 25 18 21 11 0.7% 1.1% 0.8% 1.0% 0.7% −21%
Total records 2333 2304 2137 2150 1650

University of Twente (Master theses)
delve OR delves OR delved OR delving 65 75 83 80 205 5.4% 5.9% 6.0% 6.3% 18.7% 210%

enhancing AND crucial 151 180 192 172 267 12.4% 14.3% 13.9% 13.6% 24.3% 74%
“room temperature” 43 32 52 28 24 3.5% 2.5% 3.8% 2.2% 2.2% −42%

Total records 1214 1262 1377 1263 1098

Note. Search date: 1 October 2023. Search areas: Full text, including abstract and references. The search functions
are “smart”, meaning that they capture derivatives of the search term, except for the Delft University of Technology
and the University of Twente, which do not capture derivatives. The extent to which derivatives are captured
varies per database.

Note that these patterns occur at a group level, and the use of the keywords shown in
Figure 1 does not prove use of ChatGPT at an individual student level. Still, the present
results could empower educators at universities. By being vigilant at detecting AI use,
educators could ensure that academic integrity is maintained. For example, if ChatGPT use
is suspected (not necessarily proven), follow-up questions could be asked and the author
could be encouraged to engage in more original thinking and writing.

3. Empowering Educators: Using ChatGPT for Assessing Student Works

A second approach that empowers educators is to use ChatGPT to assess student
work. Similar ideas have been proposed before. Examples include the use of ChatGPT for
grading essays [27,28] and programming assignments [29,30]. Nguyen et al. [31] evaluated
ChatGPT’s ability to assess answers provided in a learning game called Decimal Point.
They found that GPT-4 accurately assessed 75% of the students’ answers. Nysom [32]
introduced a pipeline where ChatGPT generates feedback that is approved by the lecturer
before being released to the student. De Winter [33] demonstrated that ChatGPT is able to
evaluate scientific abstracts. The scores produced by ChatGPT were found to be moderately
correlated with citation counts and altmetrics. However, the scores were also found to
be sensitive to the order in which the evaluation items were entered into the prompt. To
resolve this, De Winter [33] used a self-consistency prompting method, where the items
were repeatedly presented in a different order and the scores were averaged.

The concept of ChatGPT-generated assessment raises questions about fairness, ac-
countability, and transparency [34]. Concerns may arise when students do not know how
feedback has been generated, or in scenarios where the role of educators becomes marginal-
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ized [35]. To address these questions, it is important to first explore the practicality of using
ChatGPT for student assessment and have educators experiment with this idea.

We conducted two workshops at TU Delft educational events, organized at the end
of August 2023 (right before the start of the academic year) and in early November 2023
(right before the second quarter). The two workshops were attended by educational
experts and educators, including lecturers, program coordinators, directors, educational
and assessment advisors, and educationists, in groups of 60 and 36, for Workshop 1 and 2,
respectively. Workshop 1 was organized only for the staff from the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering, whereas Workshop 2 was meant for staff from all faculties of TU Delft. At
the start of each workshop, we asked the audience to raise their hand if they had used
ChatGPT before. About half of the participants and nearly all participants raised their hand
in Workshops 1 and 2, respectively. In Workshop 2, there was a stronger representation
of educationists as compared to Workshop 1, which could explain the familiarity of the
audience with ChatGPT.

3.1. Workshop Introduction

The workshops commenced with a 30 min presentation. In our presentation, we
reviewed the international adoption of ChatGPT. Our message was that ChatGPT has
rapidly gained in popularity, owing to its user-friendly web interface.

We explained that the GPT-4 update, launched in March 2023, scores highly on bench-
marks, often outperforming the average student [36–39]. This has led to high expectations
and concerns about ChatGPT and AI in general. The first half of 2023 was marked by vari-
ous events, including interviews with OpenAI’s research team with a futuristic tone [40],
an appearance by OpenAI’s head in the U.S. Senate [41], a ban on ChatGPT in Italy [42],
and an open letter from scientists and entrepreneurs calling for a six-month halt of the
development of models more powerful than GPT-4 [43].

Our presentation also outlined the general working mechanisms of ChatGPT. Using
two slides from Karpathy [44], we explained that ChatGPT is a model trained to predict
tokens on a token-by-token basis. In doing so, the model demonstrates an understanding
of linguistic structures, but lacks the ability to perform computations. For example, while
ChatGPT can describe how to solve a Tower of Hanoi puzzle, or generate computer code
to do so, it cannot execute code and solve this puzzle itself [45]. Furthermore, ChatGPT
is not designed to engage in forward planning. It is possible, for example, that ChatGPT
generates an answer, and upon a subsequent prompt, “Is this answer correct?”, replies,
“No, this answer is not correct”. During token generation, the statistically most probable
token is selected, which may result in a diverging or hallucinatory output [45,46].

We elucidated techniques to circumvent ChatGPT’s limitations. One technique in-
volves offering examples and encouraging sequential reasoning (multiple-shot prompting,
chain-of-thought prompting; [47,48]). Another technique is by connecting ChatGPT with
calculators. We provided examples where GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 were able to explain engineer-
ing problems in rigid-body dynamics, although they did make errors. We also demonstrated
that in algorithmic computations, such as basic matrix multiplication, ChatGPT-4 makes
various mistakes. Yet, when connected to the Wolfram plugin [49], matrix multiplication
was executed flawlessly.

We explained that ChatGPT can be seen as a linguistic interface capable of translating
prompts into computational code and subsequently presenting the code’s output in accessi-
ble textual format to the user [50]. Another exemplification of interfacing with computers is
a talking chess robot at TU Delft. While ChatGPT performs poorly at chess, it can translate
evaluations of chess positions provided by a chess engine into a coherent narrative.

3.2. Workshop 1—Findings

Participants were given a handout on A4 paper containing a 460-word summary of a
randomly selected MSc thesis from the TU Delft repository. The student’s text is kept confi-
dential in this paper. Participants were asked to skim through this summary. Additionally,
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they were given an overview of the workshop objectives: to assess the feasibility of using
ChatGPT in evaluating student work and to gain insight into its limitations. We mentioned
that evaluating student work using ChatGPT involves ethical considerations, which could
be touched upon in the upcoming workshop.

Next, participants were asked to create a prompt for evaluating the student’s summary,
under a hypothetical scenario wherein the student would submit this work to a supervisor.
Participants were asked to email their prompts to the email address of the host. Incoming
emails in Microsoft Outlook were automatically read, and the prompts were displayed on
the screen. Participants had 7 min to send in a prompt. The received prompts are shown in
Box 1.

Box 1. Prompts received from the participants in Workshop 1.

1. What is the core message of this summary?
2. Is this summary clear and brief? Does it capture the research questions and performed research?
3. What is the contribution of the thesis?
4. How would you grade this thesis on a scale from 1 to 10?
5. Please evaluate whether this thesis meets basic research standards: introduction of problem, relevant

literature, methodology, results explained and conclusions
6. Is this an original research?
7. Does this essay meet the learning objectives of course
8. Did chatgtp write this?
9. Has this summary been generated by chatgpt?
10. What are the outcomes of all project phases
11. Give the definition of a good summary and look how many requirements the student checks, based on

that percentage give a grade and feedback.
12. Is this innovative work?
13. How well does this summary reflect the content of the thesis?...
14. is this abstract relevant for the firld.
15. Does the flow of the thesis make sense?
16. Can you write the summary in less words?
17. Is the goal and conclusion clear and do they align? Please also add a grade from 1 to 10, based on the

Dutch grading scheme.
18. Is the structure of the summary suitable for an MSc thesis?
19. Grade the following abstract of a Mechanical Engineering Master thesis, using a percentage grade. For

each criterion, list the grade and one sentence of explanation.
a. Theoretical knowledge
b. New design
c. Creativity and skills
d. Research significance
e. Structure
f. Level of English

About a third of the attendees sent in a prompt. Possible explanations could be
ambiguity surrounding the use of their prompts, limited time available to generate a
prompt, and working in groups in order to send a joint prompt.

One of the workshop organizers read prompts aloud. From the list of incoming
prompts and the audience’s feedback, several prompts were selected and submitted live to
the API (model gpt-4-0613) [51].

The audience was curious about ChatGPT’s ability to provide a numerical evaluation.
Thus, Prompt 4 was chosen. This prompt sparked intrigue regarding whether ChatGPT
would assign a grade to the student’s summary, especially considering that ChatGPT was
provided with no information about the learning objectives:

Prompt:

This is a summary text written by a MSc student: (. . .) How would you grade this thesis
on a scale from 1 to 10?
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The output of GPT-4 was:

GPT-4:

As an AI, I don’t have personal opinions. However, I can tell you that the quality of a
thesis is typically evaluated based on several factors such as clarity, coherence, originality,
thoroughness, and the quality of research and analysis. This summary seems to be well-
structured and clear, indicating a potentially high-quality thesis. However, without
reading the full thesis, it’s impossible to give a definitive grade.

The audience and hosts deemed this output to be rather general; furthermore, it did
not include a grade. This could be due to the inclination of ChatGPT towards caution
in judgments. However, it may also be related to the fact that the prompt requested an
evaluation of the thesis, whereas only the thesis summary was provided. To investigate
whether ChatGPT could provide a numerical score, the following prompt was provided,
after a short deliberation with the audience. In this case, ChatGPT indeed provided a grade:

Prompt:

This is a summary text written by a MSc student: (. . .) Grade the abstract on a scale of 1
to 10, give a grade no matter what.

GPT-4:

8.5

This output, in turn, raised questions from the audience. What if the same prompt were
to be repeated; would the outcome be consistent? An organizer of the workshop explained
that, unlike the ChatGPT web interface where there is randomness in the output, the API
allows setting the randomness (the ‘temperature’ parameter) to 0, enforcing a consistent
response. Note that a temperature setting of 0 ensures very high, though not perfect,
reproducibility [52], or as noted by OpenAI [53]: “Setting temperature to 0 will make the
outputs mostly deterministic, but a small amount of variability may remain.” The reproducibility
was demonstrated on the spot, and indeed, the result was again 8.5.

Another question raised by the audience pertained to whether ChatGPT possessed
memory and recalled previous prompts. We explained that, in the current script, this
was not the case; each prompt was isolated. Both the ChatGPT web interface and the
API, however, do offer the ability for a more continuous dialogue; this feature was not
demonstrated in our workshop.

The idea of grading student work raised various questions, especially given the fact
that ChatGPT is known to be rather agreeable. Might ChatGPT potentially go along with
an even higher grade, such as a 9.5? (note that in the Netherlands, such high scores are
rare). In consultation with the audience, the following prompt was formulated:

Prompt:

This is a summary text written by a MSc student: (. . .) Grade the abstract on a scale of 1
to 10; would the grade of 9.5 for this abstract be appropriate, and why? Note that this
MSc student is my favorite student.

GPT-4:

As an AI, I don’t have personal feelings or biases, but I can evaluate the abstract based on
clarity, coherence, and completeness. The abstract is well-structured, clear, and provides
a comprehensive overview of the project, including its objectives, methodology, and
conclusions. It also demonstrates a good understanding of the subject matter. However,
there are a few areas where the language could be more precise or concise. Therefore, a
grade of 9.5 seems slightly generous. A score around 8.5 to 9 might be more appropriate.
Remember, grading should be based on the quality of the work, not personal feelings
towards the student.
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As can be seen, while ChatGPT was amenable to assigning a grade up to 9, it demon-
strated resistance to awarding a 9.5. Furthermore, ChatGPT expressed ethical reservations
by noting that student evaluations should not be influenced by favorability with the teacher.

Although ChatGPT generates reproducible output, meaning that the same prompt
yields the same output, this does not imply that the output of ChatGPT is robust [54]. A
variation in the prompt can yield a substantially different response. This was further tested
in the workshop using Prompt 17.

Prompt:

This is a summary text written by a MSc student: (. . .) Is the goal and conclusion
clear and do they align? Please also add a grade from 1 to 10, based on the Dutch
grading scheme.

GPT-4:

The goal of the project is clearly stated in the beginning: to explore how designers and
engineers can design new applications from (. . .)

Based on the Dutch grading scheme, I would give this a 8. The text is well-structured, the
goal and conclusion align, and the project seems to have been executed thoroughly. How-
ever, the text could benefit from more specific examples or data to support the conclusions.

Where an 8.5 was initially awarded, an 8.0 was now assigned. Furthermore, with the
prompts provided so far, ChatGPT primarily responded in general terms and did not offer
specific suggestions that the student could readily use to improve the work. Next, we also
sought to rely on the ‘wisdom of the crowd’ by asking ChatGPT to choose the best prompt
from the ones submitted:

Prompt:

These are a number of prompts that are supposed to be used by ChatGPT for judging a
summary text written by a MSc student: (...) Please provide the best prompt among the
listed prompts, which would yield me the best feedback for the student.

GPT-4:

The best prompt among the listed prompts, which would yield the best feedback for the
student, would be:

Prompt number 11: Give the definition of a good summary and look how many require-
ments the student checks, based on that percentage give a grade and feedback.

This prompt is comprehensive and allows for a detailed evaluation of the student’s work.
It not only asks for a grade but also for feedback, which is crucial for the student’s learning
and improvement. It also encourages the evaluator to consider the definition of a good
summary, ensuring that the evaluation is based on clear criteria.

ChatGPT selected this prompt as the most suitable, and the workshop organizers
concurred since it adhered to the principle of ‘chain-of-thought prompting’ [48]: the
prompt asked ChatGPT to first generate criteria before providing an evaluation based
on these criteria.

Prompt:

This is a summary text written by a MSc student: (. . .) Give the definition of a good
summary and look how many requirements the student checks, based on that percentage
give a grade and feedback.

GPT-4:

A good summary should be concise, clear, and accurately represent the main points and
conclusions of the original text. It should be written in a way that someone who has
not read the original text can understand the main ideas and findings. It should also be
objective and free from personal interpretation or opinion.
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Based on these criteria, the student’s summary checks most of the requirements. It is
clear, concise, and accurately represents the main points and conclusions of the project.
It provides a good overview of the project’s aims, methods, results, and conclusions.
However, it could be improved by providing a bit more context about why the project was
undertaken and why it is important.

Grade: 85%

Feedback: This is a well-written summary that clearly and concisely presents the main
points and conclusions of your project. However, it would be helpful to provide a bit
more context about why the project was undertaken and why it is important. This would
help readers who are not familiar with the topic to better understand the significance of
your work.

This output was again highly general: while the feedback was credible, it was judged
to be too broad for a student to act upon. Thus, the feedback could be a manifestation of the
Forer effect [55] in the sense that similar feedback might equally apply to other abstracts.
Additionally, the criterion “It should also be objective and free from personal interpretation or
opinion” was not explicitly addressed in the feedback. We also attempted several other
prompts in consultation with the audience, such as: “Is this an original research?”. This again
yielded fairly general and agreeable, but not necessarily incorrect, output.

Based on the feedback from the audience, we demonstrated that it is possible to guide
ChatGPT or force a particular type of answer. Through the following prompt, we aimed to
ask ChatGPT to explain what was not ‘objective and free from personal interpretation’:

Prompt:

At which points in this summary is the Msc student overly subjective or gives too many
of his/her personal interpretations?

This was followed by a prompt prepared by a workshop organizer prior to the
workshop. It was grounded in previous research wherein we converged on the
use of highlights to compel ChatGPT to make specific points [56].

Prompt:

List 5 grammar mistakes and 5 content mistakes, in the form of bulleted highlights, max
85 characters each.

The outputs for the above two prompts provided more specific insights insofar as
they highlighted sentences in the student’s summary that could benefit from revision. The
student’s text did not contain any spelling errors; hence, ChatGPT’s suggestions were of
a stylistic nature, though still deemed valuable. Furthermore, ChatGPT offered points
in the student’s abstract that could be improved upon in terms of objective reporting
and argumentation.

In conclusion, with targeted prompting, ChatGPT was found to be capable of generating
useful suggestions. The impression from the workshop was that these suggestions would still
require human verification before being suitable for grading or providing feedback.

We ended the first workshop with a different consideration: Could ChatGPT be
suitable for formulating questions, for example, questions that could be posed in an MSc
thesis examination? The output generated by ChatGPT for this purpose was deemed
meaningful, albeit general.

Prompt:

Could you generate 10 questions which I could ask this MSc student on his Msc defence?;
5 questions about the summary, and 5 that are outside of the immediate scope but related.

GPT-4:

(...) 2. How did you determine the design criteria for the functional design? (...) 5. How
could the design processes you used be improved or optimized for future projects?
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3.3. Workshop 2—Findings

Instead of using a summary of a MSc thesis as in Workshop 1, we used a 590-word
summary of a recently submitted paper by two of the current authors. For the purposes of
the workshop, we introduced nine errors in the summary:

(1) Three grammatical errors: ‘weather’ instead of ‘whether’; ‘than’ instead of ‘then’; and
‘results suggests’ instead of ‘results suggest’,

(2) Three errors of internal consistency: ‘200 images’ vs. ‘210 images’; ‘−0.86′ in the text
vs. ‘−0.53′ in the table; and a correlation of 0.69 being characterized as ‘strong’ vs.
‘weak-to-moderate’,

(3) Three content-related errors: ‘YOLO (You Only Live Once)’, while in the context of the
abstract, ‘YOLO’ referred to the object detection algorithm ‘You Only Look Once’ [57];
‘Spearman product-moment correlation’ instead of ‘Pearson product-moment correlation’; and
‘GPT-4V output adds predictive value by incorporating context, something traditional computer
vision methods do incorporate’, which needs the addition of ‘not’ before ‘incorporate’.

The participants received an A4 printout of the summary with the three types of errors
color-coded. The summary contained a figure and a table. However, since the abstract was
submitted as a text-only file to the GPT API (gpt-4-1106-preview), only the figure caption
but not the figure itself was submitted; moreover, the table was submitted unformatted.
Participants had about 7 min to send in a prompt. The 12 prompts received via email are
shown in Box 2.

Box 2. Prompts received from the participants in Workshop 2. Five prompts were sent by the same
participant, who consulted in a group; these prompts are annotated with (S).

1. What would be a good argument to disagree with the conclusion of this paper
2. Please give this student feedback on this document, find grammatical mistakes and inconsistencies.
3. Is this made by chatgpt?
4. Assess societal relevance of the research (S)
5. Assess academic quality (S)
6. Fix spelling errors (S)
7. Provide 4 criteria for evaluating papers. Evaluate and provide feedback to improve on each criteria. The

feedback should be actionable but not prescribe exactly what to do
8. Are the information in the table valid and correct?
9. Find internal inconsistencies in te text (S)
10. Check the document for inconsistencies and spelling errors
11. Point out inconsistencies in the numerical data (S)
12. Please point out the inconsistencies, what are the spelling mistakes, and what are the potential factual

mistakes in the text?

From the 12 prompts, it can be seen that 7 asked for identifying errors. After consulta-
tion with the audience, Prompts 2 and 12 were submitted to the API. Note that Prompt 2
applied the aforementioned chain-of-thought prompting method.

Prompt 2 yielded an output of 475 words, while Prompt 11 yielded a 387-word output.
Although the outputs were rather verbose, a characteristic that seems typical for the gpt-4-
1106-preview model [58], they were interpreted as useful. Specifically, a total of six and five
out of nine errors were correctly identified by these two prompts, alongside a number of
stylistic suggestions.

Next, the following prompt was proposed for receiving more succinct feedback:

Prompt:

Check the summary for any types of errors: regarding factual information, consistency-
related, grammar-related, etc. List in bullet form, max 100 characters each.

GPT-4:

- “weather” should be “whether” (grammar error).
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- “mean ranks for the 200 images” should be “210 images” (factual inconsistency).

- “Spearman product-moment correlation” is typically “Spearman’s rank correlation”
(factual error).

- “YOLOv4” mentioned but earlier “pretrained YOLO” without version (consistency
error).

- “how humans rate risk from images” should be “how humans rated risk from images”
(grammar consistency).

- “methods do incorporate” should be “methods don’t incorporate” (factual error).

- “real-time feedback systems, will become” should not have a comma (grammar error).

- “large-language models” should be “large language models” (consistency with earlier usage).

- “the prediction strength of human risk” is unclear, might mean “the prediction of human
risk” (clarity issue).

The above output captured five of our nine deliberately introduced errors. One
participant remarked that the feedback was overly specific, focusing on textual errors. It
was argued that good students would have already corrected such errors themselves before
submitting a text to a supervisor. Therefore, the following prompt was proposed to gain
insight into the higher-level evaluation abilities of ChatGPT:

Prompt:

Give your overall opinion on the relevance and originality of this extended abstract? Is it
good or not; why, or why not? Max 150 words.

GPT-4:

The extended abstract presents a novel and relevant application of GPT-4V’s image-to-
text capabilities to assess risk in traffic images, an area with significant implications for
autonomous driving and road safety. The comparison of GPT-4V’s performance with hu-
man risk assessment and traditional computer vision approaches is original and provides
insight into the potential of language models in understanding complex visual contexts.
The strong correlation found between GPT-4V’s assessments and human judgments
suggests that GPT-4V can capture nuanced risk factors. The study’s acknowledgment
of the limitations, such as the sensitivity to prompt variations and the need for faster
processing times, indicates a well-considered approach. Overall, the abstract outlines a
promising direction for future research and the development of real-time feedback systems
in vehicular contexts, making it a valuable contribution to the field.

One of the three workshop hosts was able to directly assess the quality of the above
output, because he was the first author of the summary being evaluated. He expressed
that he found ChatGPT’s assessment unhelpful because it only generally described what
the work was about and that it was innovative. This feedback strongly resonated with the
superficiality we identified in Workshop 1. However, this does not mean that ChatGPT
responded to the prompt incorrectly, but rather that the prompt did not guide ChatGPT in
a direction that was considered useful.

As the plenary session drew to a close, our discussion shifted to focus on the ethical
aspects of using ChatGPT. We discussed whether it is fair for educators to use ChatGPT
if students are prohibited from doing so. Furthermore, the future role of educators in a
scenario where students might rely on ChatGPT for feedback was explored. Concerns
about data storage, confidentiality, and copyright, particularly in situations where student
work is being performed at a company, were also addressed.

4. Discussion

ChatGPT is widely being used within the student population. This paper provides
insights into how ChatGPT need not be perceived defensively, but rather in a manner that
empowers educators.
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Our analysis has identified specific keywords that may indicate that a student has
used ChatGPT for text generation. Educators may be able to use these signals to ask
follow-up questions in order to discover whether the student has relied on ChatGPT for
content creation or merely for editorial assistance. Such questions could be asked during
the oral defense of a MSc thesis, where it is important to evaluate if the student has a deep
understanding of the content. Note that these keywords appeared at a group level, and
their occurrence in a single text does not prove ChatGPT use by an individual. For example,
a term like ‘significance’ is naturally common in research that involves statistical tests for
significance. Moreover, an author could always argue that their writing skills or vocabulary
have improved as a result of learning from ChatGPT, rather than through direct copying of
ChatGPT output.

Secondly, by means of two workshops, we obtained ideas and discussion of how
ChatGPT can be used for evaluating a student’s or academic’s work. We showed that
ChatGPT is not reliable for student grading, as different prompts could result in the
grade changing. Earlier work in which ChatGPT was used to assess scientific abstracts
showed that only through repeated prompting, and subsequently taking an average, could
a statistically reliable estimate of, for example, writing quality be obtained [33]. At the
same time, ChatGPT was found to be useful in detecting weaknesses, awkward writing,
as well as content mistakes. The workshop illustrated the critical role of the prompt in
determining the outcome produced by ChatGPT. ChatGPT appears to provide feedback in
generic language. However, with tailored prompts, specific weaknesses and errors in the
text could be pinpointed.

The workshop served an additional objective: to familiarize educators with the capa-
bilities of ChatGPT, including its accompanying API. The workshop demonstrated how
different teachers provide different prompts, and that these differences are consequential
for the output generated by ChatGPT. Together with the reviewed literature and the results
of the workshop, a consensus emerged that ChatGPT can provide valuable feedback and
error correction of scientific work, but requires human oversight or intervention.

Caution might still be needed when a student’s work is completed in cooperation
with third parties. According to OpenAI, data submitted by users through the API are
not used for training the models; for the web interface, submitted data may be used for
this purpose, though the user has the option to disable or opt out of this [59]. Policies
with respect to data confidentiality and permitted uses of ChatGPT may differ between
organizations, with some companies having banned ChatGPT [60]. Also, as indicated in
the workshops and from general impressions gathered in discussions before and after the
workshops, educators see potential in using ChatGPT, but some remain skeptical. Concerns
about the influence of big tech, the impact on CO2 emissions, and the loss of traditional
values associated with the academic system were frequently mentioned.

5. Conclusions

The current paper offers various ideas and perspectives that may give educators more
control over their teaching, especially in terms of recognizing ChatGPT use in texts, and
the deployment of ChatGPT in assessing student work. The associated dilemmas, both in
terms of the quality of the ChatGPT output and the ethics involved, have been addressed in
this paper. We hope this paper may enlighten educators who contemplate using ChatGPT
in education.
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